ANCHORS FOR SOIL, ROCK AND CONCRETE
▼Anchor Shed Kits
▲ 10002- Galvanized Steel Single Disk Soil Anchor
*For softer soils, ¾" rod, 60" length, single 7" helix. Use with frame tie and tension head bolt.

13000- 15" Anchor Kit
13030- 30" Anchor Kit
Contains (4) ½" Eye Anchors and
(50 ft) 3/32" Stranded Wire.
*Do-It-Yourself protection for most
outdoor structures or possessions. Stop
damage from high winds and protect your
investments from theft. Uses include:
Storage sheds, playground equipment,
trees, fences, car ports, pool covers,
antennas, boats, tents, airplanes, and
awnings.

▲ 10007- Twin Disk Anchor

*For clay and other hard soils, ¾" rod, 30" length, double 4" helix.

13031- Single Disk
Eye Anchor ►
*½" rod, 30" length, single 4" helix
For use with steel cable ties.

10013- "EZ" Twin Disk Soil Anchor with
Stabilizing Disc attached ►
*Combines the soil anchor and stabilizing plate into one simple step- ¾" rod, 30"
length, double 4" helix- 7" x 1 ⅝" stabilizing disc digs into ground with 4 cutting
points. Reduces installation time.

◄ 13040- 15"
Arbor Anchor
Kit

◄ 10012- Standard Stabilizer
Plate for Loose Soil
◄ 10025- Swivel
Head Anchor Adapter

(For trees in mobile
home communities only,
won’t work on any other
trees.)

◄ 10017-

Rock
Anchor
Complete
*For use in
hard/ rocky
soil.

*Converts eye anchors into
tension head anchors

◄ 10016- Rock

Anchor with
Attached Plate
Complete
*For use in hard/ rocky soil.

◄ 10018
Rock Anchor Head only

10005 ►
J-Hook
Anchor

▲10019- Rock
Anchor Rods Only
*Sold per pair.

*For use in
wet
concrete.
Swivel head.

◄ 10024 Patio
Anchor Expansion
Bolt only
For tie-downs see page 79.
For tie-down tools, see page 83.

10022- Patio
Anchor
Complete ▲
*For dry concrete
application.
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▲10023Patio
Anchor
Head only

▲10014
Asphalt
Anchor

Set-Up/
Transport

